
Bluetooth Readers

Package Delivery

Smart Spaces

Access Control

Visitor Management

Cloud Hosted

Smart Locks

Elevator Management

Video Intercom

Analytics Dashboard

Parking Management 

Video Surveillance

Mobile Apps

Use Scanner App to scan IDs,
licenses and passports into

the system for visitor records.

Grant Airbnb guests access
after creating temporary

profiles in Millennium Ultra.

Intuitive
Use it on any mobile

device,  ensuring flexibility
and convenience in access.

Mobile Advanced

Scalable Solutions Complete Access Control 

Gain access to a comprehensive summary of both past and
upcoming visitors, providing operators with essential insights
for efficient visitor management.
Track frequent visitors for the host or organization. 
Millennium allows administrators to grant temporary access to
visitors via their smartphones, eliminating the need for multiple
steps and enhancing efficiency.

Why Choose Millennium's Visitor Mod?

mgiaccess.com(866) 455 - 5222



Scheduling and registering (or pre-

booking) 

Real-time notification of guest arrival

Digital sign-in (including NDA signings)

Print visitor badges (Badge

management) or both

Self-check in and check out

Use it with Airbnbs 

The Millennium Ultra Visitor Management Mod offers
an innovative solution for granting temporary access
seamlessly. It's versatile, enabling temporary access to a
wide range of facilities, from secure buildings to private
homes, with customized access levels and schedules.
Once a set duration ends, access is automatically
disabled. With the integration of the Millennium Mobile
Connect Credentials, visitors can now gain access
virtually through the UMC app on their smartphones,
enhancing convenience and security. This means Airbnb
hosts, for instance, can effortlessly grant access to
rental spaces with a simple smartphone click after
creating temporary visitor profiles in Millennium Ultra.

ID scanning using Scanner App 

Intercom integrations connect

visitors with host

Visitor tracking

Ensures the security and privacy

of visitor data, complying with

data protection regulation

Elegant and user friendly

interface which is fully

customizable by the user

Limit visitor access to only

authorized places

Designed with safety

guidelines, and best practices

Detailed reporting
SEE WEBSITE FOR MORE

Why Is Visitor Management So Important?
Visitor management streamlines the check-in and check-out process,
reducing wait times and providing a positive visitor experience.
In an emergency, having a record of visitors on-site is invaluable for ensuring
everyone's safety and accounting for individuals during evacuations.
 In some industries, visitor management is a legal requirement for
compliance with regulations and standards.
Great for multi-tenant customers, longer stay visitors, or seasonal employees. 

Beyond CLOUD ACCESS, We Grant CONFIDENCE

mgiaccess.com(866) 455 - 5222 customerservice@mgiaccess.com

Scan to learn
more or

request quote


